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QUEEN ELEANOR’S CROSS 

 

CONSERVATION REPAIRS 

 

STAGE 1 REPORT FOR HISTORIC ENGLAND 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report summarises the nature, scope and extent of defects observed. It documents 

and summarises the development of the project since the grant was awarded.   

 
Acanthus Clews Architects were appointed in July as the Conservation Architects to 

progress the repairs project to the Queen Eleanor Cross, Northampton. The development 

stage included a MEWP survey, this was undertaken by Acanthus Clews Architects on the 

5th September 2018 with   and  

 in attendance. The purpose of this survey was to review the proposals that 

Cliveden Conservation proposed in their report.I This resulted in two reports from both 

 and  These reports have been reviewed by  

 of Acanthus Clews converted into proposal drawings, schedule of works and a 

specification.   

  

                                            
I Cliveden Report: refer to Appendix I 
II  Structural Engineer's Report: refer to Appendix III 
III  Conservation Report: refer to Appendix II 
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2.0 Summary of Proposals and Alterations in Scope 

The onsite review survey identified a number areas of divergence from the Cliveden 

Report. 

 

2.1  The Cliveden Condition Survey 

The Cliveden report was reviewed onsite by  

; to quote the  summary: 

“Fundamentally the report is good, informative and covers most areas.” I 

 

There were minor discrepancies between the onsite condition and the Cliveden Report. 

In many incidences this is because the Cliveden report was seeking to identify the condition 

of the monument where there were often several decay mechanisms present in any one 

location. There are several areas where the condition is indeterminate and therefore was 

not recorded.  

  

                                            
I  Conservator's Report: refer to Appendix II; Page 1 
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2.2 West Canopy Strapping  

The Cliveden Condition Survey recommended the strapping of Level 3 to address concerns 

over the cracking to the West Canopy. The strapping was recommended by a sub-

contracted company “Stress UK” (who are not Structural Engineers) following a 

misdiagnosis by them of the condition of the West Canopy. The strapping was not 

supported by (CARE Structural Engineer) and has therefore been omitted from 

the proposals. The cause of the West Canopy has been assessed to be caused by iron 

cramps.  
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2.3 Iron Cramps 

The Cliveden report does not raise any concerns about the presence of iron cramps. These 

were alluded to in correspondence relating to previous phases of work in 1925 (September 

16th Letter), 1983 (file note 6), 1983 (November 16th Letter). The correspondence isn’t 

clear, but indicates that concerns over the presence of iron cramps and their causing of 

cracking, in particular to the canopies was raised. The canopies are not identified. It also 

appears that the iron cramps were Lime (assumed) grouted to protect them from water. 

It also seems that cracking (assumed to the West Canopy) was identified as far back as 

1925 but assumed to be due to the original build.I 

 

When the Queen Eleanor Cross was inspected on the 5th September 2018 it was noted 

cramp rusting and jacking to the stonework is a possible problem in 6 locations;  

has detailed this in his report.II The rust jacking to the West Canopy is the most apparent, 

the iron cramp being visible. 

“The fissure has revealed the presence of a wrought iron cramp or strap built into the 

canopy, recessed up above the vaulted soffit. It is likely that the cracking is due to rust 

expansion of the inbuilt ironwork. This has pushed the outer part of the canopy 

outwards, and is the reason why the two struts supporting this canopy have the 

outward lean…….. It is likely that this situation will worsen over time, as the extent of 

rusting and expansion increases. If left unchecked, ultimately it can lead to the partial 

collapse of the canopy, along with its supporting struts, and associated damage to 

surrounding work, including the statue below.” III 

 

The report moreover recommends for the West Canopy as follows: 

“There is little alternative here other than to carefully fully access and remove the 

rusting ironwork. Hence it is recommended that the canopy be carefully dismantled 

once a masonry scaffold is in place and the work below is temporarily supported. This 

would allow the extent of the inbuilt wrought iron work to be assessed. Then the canopy 

can then be rebuilt, stapling across the fissure with new stainless-steel cramps, and 

                                            
I Refer to the previous project correspondence: refer to Appendix IV 
II  Structural Engineer's Report: refer to Appendix III 
III  Structural Engineer's Report: refer to Appendix III; Page 2 
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replacing any other existing ferrous iron cramps on a like-for-like basis in stainless 

steel.” I 

 

As a result of the recommendations within the Capstone Report, we are recommending 

that not only the recommendations within the report are allowed for, but that a full x-ray 

cramp survey is undertaken at the start of the project to give full overview of the severity 

of the iron cramp problem. At the stage our recommendations in relation to iron cramps 

are limited to the investigation and possible replacement of those identified during our 

survey and not the wholesale removal of as yet unknown cramps.  

  

                                            
I  Structural Engineer's Report: refer to Appendix III; Page 3 
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2.4 The Lime Window 

The original proposal was for the works to commence in the Autumn or Winter of 2018, 

this was of concern to both  The 

reason for this concern is that most of the repairs to the monument will need to be 

undertaken using Lime Putty mortars and shelter coats. To quote from  

report: 

“The Lime work should also not be carried out in temperature below 5 degree c.” I 

 

To quote from Historic England’s Practical Conservation Guide: Mortars, Renders and 

Plasters:  

“Lime mortar is at risk from freezing, which can damage and break it up, causing it to 

fail……Below 5 ºC, virtually no hydraulic reaction will take place, so the mortar will 

behave as a lean non-hydraulic lime and remain weak……It is generally advised that 

work should not take place if the temperature is 5 ºC or falling, of if the temperature 

is forecast to drop below 5 ºC during the week following placement.” II 

 

Whilst there are numerous methods to protect lime mortars from frost undertaking work 

during winter is far from ideal. In addition the monument has no electrical power and gas 

powered heaters present a fire risk.  

  

                                            
I  Conservator's Report: refer to Appendix II; Page 4 
II English Heritage: Practical Building Conservation: Mortars, Renders and Plasters, Farnham, Ashgate Publishing Ltd, 

2011, p. 308-310. (note this is now the Historic England series since 2015) 
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2.5 Mortar Selection 

To undertake the works successfully a broad selection of Lime Putty mortars will be 

required to ensure that repairs blend successfully with their locality. These will need to be 

made and agreed before repairs commence. 

“Where new mortar is required for capping water traps and protecting vulnerable 

edges ….a well-graded lime-putty based mortar [should be used]. Tests should be 

carried out using different stones dust and sands locally sourced if possible to match 

the vernacular.” I 

 

Given the significance of the surviving historic fabric, our proposals only specify Lime Putty 

mortars; in isolated locations pozzolanic additives may be required. We note that both the 

Cliveden Report and the  Report recommend the use of Hydraulic Limes, 

we feel that this does not reflect current best practice.  

  

                                            
I  Conservator's Report: refer to Appendix II; Page 3 
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2.6 Shelter Coat Selection 

The shelter coats needs to be undertaken carefully; our proposals follow  

recommendations: 

“It should be made of lime putty and skimmed milk in portion 1: 1 with added stone 

dusts and sands. Pigments can be used but they must be lime fast however they can 

migrate up through a mortar so if the effect can be achieved with stone dusts and 

sands it is preferable. A pallet of several colours will be required to cover all the hues 

of the stonework. Two or three colours may be applied thinly over different areas until 

everything is blended. This work needs to be carried out with great care, as it is by no 

means one colour, which looks painted over the entire surface. It is sensitive work and 

carried out well has pleasing results and benefits.” I 

 

  

                                            
I  Conservator's Report: refer to Appendix II; Page 5 
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2.7 Stone Selection 

The monument is recorded as being made up from numerous stones: 

Stones: A variety of oolitic limestones have been used in the construction and 

restoration of the cross itself. The extent of restorations both large and small over the 

years, the condition of the stone and the organic cover make definite identification 

difficult. The restorations carried out during the C20 are in Ketton Stone & it has been 

recorded that Stanion, Weldon, Course Clipsham, Barnack and a “Bath type” stone 

appear on the cross. The figures are executed in a Caen or similar (imported) stone.”I 

 

The proposals aim to not replace stone. Where stonework needs to be dismantled to 

remove craps, this will be done by specialist Stone Conservators. There are incidences 

where small pieces of stone will be required to allow the reinstallation of removed details. 

This is where, for instance, a finial sits upon a block that has disintegrated and to allow the 

reinstallation of the finial a new piece of stone needs to be carved. In all these situations 

the stone type will need to be carefully selected to not only aesthetically and 

petrographically to match the existing stone but to be either of equivalent hardness or 

slightly softer than the adjacent stones.  

 

  

                                            
I Harrison Hill Ltd Report Nov 1982 
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3.0 APPENDIX I: Cliveden Conservation Condition Survey Report 
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  PROJECT SUMMARY 

REGION: Northamptonshire 

PROPERTY: Queen Eleanor Cross Monument 

LOCATION:  128 London Road, Northampton, NN4 8AX 

MATERIALS: Helmdon Limestone, Purbeck marble and Derbyshire 
gritstone, with later additions in Ketton or similar oolitic 
limestone. 

SURVEYED BY:  
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 1.0 INTRODUCTION 

At the request of  of Northampton Borough Council and  

, Inspector of Ancient Monuments at Historic England a 

detailed inspection and survey was made of the Eleanor Cross, Northampton, 

23-27 October 2017. This was to assess the physical condition and conservation 

requirements of the monument. At the same time, emergency remedial 

conservation works were carried out, including the removal of loose or 

dangerous masonry. 

Each elevation and face was divided into sections and surveyed for condition 

and stability. Notes about materials, previous repairs and damage have been 

marked on drawings. A photographic record and a laser scan were also taken at 

the same time. 

This report provides a detailed fabric survey and diagnosis report on the 

condition of Eleanor Cross and a broad outline of conservation 

recommendations, with budget costings.  

  

1.1 Background 

This was one of twelve monuments built by King Edward I to mark the resting 

places taken during the journey to transport his deceased wife, Eleanor of 

Castile’s body from Lincoln to London in 1291. Now one of three surviving 

crosses, it is the only cross which contains statuary by royal sculptor, William of 

Ireland. Its architectural and sculptural detail is rare and of a high quality.   

The cross has undergone a number of restorations through out its lifetime; 1713, 

1762, 1840, and 1902 to list just a few, with the most recent phases undertaken in 

the 1980s. 

It is Grade I listed and a Scheduled Monument. The surrounding area is a 237 

ha (586 acres) Registered Battlefield on English Heritage’s National Heritage 

List and is a well used historic landscape. 

The monument continues to attract much attention, affection and support from 

the local community and is an important monument for the area.  
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1.2 Survey and Recording Methods 

The survey was carried out with the use of a mobile elevated platform (“cherry 

picker”) to gain access to all of the surfaces and areas at height. Heavy-duty 

road matting was used to protect the grassed area immediately surrounding the 

monument. 

Touch and knocking tests were used to check for loose and hollow surfaces. 

Notes were taken and marked onto photographs and have been transferred to 

elevation drawings. A photographic record was also made and a laser scan was 

carried out to accurately map the monument to provide a baseline from which 

to compare future change in the monument.  

A structural engineer also came to site to give his opinion on the condition of 

the cross. His full report, along with the other records, has been included in the 

Appendices. 

Along with what was gathered on site, the survey team referenced information 

available online, in particular the online version of Restoration of the Eleanor 

Cross by the Northampton Borough Council, which proved of help and 

informed the evaluation of the monument. 

During the course of the survey, the applied for permits and road traffic 

management plans were implemented and adhered to.  

 

1.3 Plan and Elevation Drawing Key 

On the following pages are a plan and an elevation drawing of the Eleanor 

Cross, divided into sections as referred to in the following sections of this 

report. 
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2.0 CONDITION OF THE ELEANOR CROSS 

2.1 Description 

The monument is located beside a major roadway on an escarpment. To the 

north and east is a wooded area separated from the grassy embankment by a 

brick wall. A pedestrian path runs north south immediately to the west of the 

monument. 

The cross sits atop an octagonal base of steps (Stage 1), and is itself octagonal 

with blind arches, blind tracery and Queen Eleanor’s heraldic shields on each 

face of the ‘Stage 2’ level. There are open, stone books on the north, east, south 

and west faces. At ‘Stage 3’ a row of cresting runs the circumference of the 

monument at the feet of the four figures. The figures are set back under their 

respective canopies, supported by buttresses, topped with pinnacles and finials, 

facing north, east, south and west. Above this, blind tracery embellishes the 

four sides of ‘Stage 4’ and, at the top, the broken, fluted column makes up 

‘Stage 5’.  

2.1.1 Materials 

In regards to material, Heritage England list it as being made of Lincolnshire 

limestone and Purbeck marble, however, no marble was noted while 

undertaking this survey.  

Another resource, Strategic Stone Study: A Building Stone Atlas of 

Northamptonshire (English Heritage, 2011) states that the cross (not the statues) 

was made of Helmdon stone, Taynton limestone formation; a cross-bedded, 

sandy limestone which contains much broken shell including oyster debris and 

sea-urchin spines. This would have been quarried near the village of Helmdon, 

South Northamptonshire, near Brackley. Our mason proposed that the later 

replacements in Ketton or similar oolitic limestone. 

The figures are reported to be Caen stone, while the steps, originally said to be 

Purbeck marble, then Northamptonshire ironstone, were replaced with 

Derbyshire grit stone in 1885.  

 

2.2 Condition Summary 

Overall the number of restorations that have taken place have given the 

monument a varying degree in the quality of carvings and patching in of pieces. 
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Because the phases of work took place over such a long span of time, it is 

challenging to unweave what has been assembled and has been subjected to 

decades if not centuries of weathering. The different types of stone have 

obviously weathered differently. The newer additions are of course less 

weathered and retain sharper detail, while older elements are more eroded, 

appear blurred and have lost their crispness. A good example of this can be 

seen in the definition present in the small faces that make up the label stops at 

different heights on the monument. Also where water runs off a newer, harder 

stone and hits an older softer element, i.e. newer finials atop an older pinnacle 

body. The pinnacle is eroding faster than the finial and is providing less and 

less support for the newer finial.  

  

Examples of the amount of erosion on newer label stops (left) compared to older 

ones (right). 

 

 

 

 

 

Example of a pinnacle where the top is 

newer and the lower section is older, 

softer and showing signs of erosion. 
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Joints between the stonework are all very tight, mainly pointed with a 

reddish/brown cement and there are very few, if any, open joints. 

Indents and repairs were set in place with either cement or resin. The resin is 

degraded where it has been exposed to the elements, while resin found within 

the stone, surrounding fixings, remains robust. The indents vary in size, with 

the smallest noted as approximately 4cm x 4cm x 6cm. These are present on 

arises, buttresses, hood moulds, segments of pinnacles and as individual 

crockets. Of the few indents that were removed, none were fixed with dowels 

or armatures, merely mortar or resin.  

 

 

The top view of a base to a pinnacle that 

was removed: the main part is original 

while the section at the top of this photo 

is an indent made of different stone and 

fixed with cement. At the centre is a stone 

‘dowel’ set in cement. 

This detail shows the reverse of a piece 

of masonry that was removed. The 

reddish/brown cement holds the 

segments of stone together and the thick 

iron dowel in place. 

 

Fixings that were noted in the construction of the pinnacles and finials were a 

mix of stone ‘dowels’ set in cement, chunky iron or bronze dowels set in mortar 

or cement, cement, lead and resin joggles. A bronze bar is visible on three 

corners of the monument at the junction of the canopy to the main body of the 

monument (northwest, southwest and southeast).  At the northeast junction 

where the bronze bar is presumed to also be present, there is an amount of 

mortar built up in that area. These bars would have had to been set in place 
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during the one of the early phases of restoration of the canopies; iron would 

have been used originally and there weren’t any points of entry for the bars 

such as cuts in the stone or mortar repairs. 

Minor movement in the joints between finials and pinnacles was noticed and 

recorded. These felt like they were connected by a fixing and the joints were not 

open. Where movement was seen and there wasn’t the presence of a fixing, the 

items were removed (see Section 2.3: Removing loose and dangerous masonry).  

Areas that have the most missing material are crockets on pinnacles, label 

stops, and arises on gables and tracery. Most of the figures are missing their 

hands and an amount of their drapery. None of these areas looked to be fresh 

losses and there wasn’t any material noted on the steps of the monument or on 

the surrounding grass, so these were noted as historic losses of material. 

Cracks are occurring where projecting elements meet the body of the 

monument, such as where tracery meets the flat surface of the stone, and where 

the back of the base of a pinnacle meets a roof. One area in particular was 

highlighted: the cracks in the vaulting on the underside of the west canopy, 

where the buttress meets the canopy. This crack is live and there is movement 

in a previous mortar repair that had been put in place there. Also the buttresses 

to this canopy appear to be bowing out slightly and there are stress cracks at the 

base of the southern buttress. The structural engineer has given his opinion 

regarding this area and has recommended a temporary solution to inhibit its 

potential/eventual collapse (see Section 2.4). 

The surface of hood moulds, blind tracery and low relief detail on the gables 

are eroded, friable and coming away from the rest of the stone, creating water 

traps. Some were noted to be hollow when tapped. Similarly, the edges of 

drapery on the figures are friable with surrounding cracks and fissures. 

Localised areas of blistering are occurring on the flat areas in the blind tracery, 

around the roofs and details. Insects are 

living in these spaces and pushing them 

out further. 

No evidence of paints or coatings was 

seen during the course of the survey, 

despite a shelter coat being referred to in 

the Restoration of the Eleanor Cross 

document. 

Some sulphation was noted within the 

crevasses of detail on a few finials and 

minor amounts within the canopies and 

on the figures. Historic sulphation had been removed during previous 
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restoration works with both “wet” and “dry” cleaning methods. A photograph 

from the work carried out in the 1980s (previous page, bottom right) shows the 

monument as looking very clean, possibly freshly shelter coated. 

Biological growth is present on much of the monument (i.e. moss, algae, weeds 

and plants) and, as expected, is primarily on the damp and sheltered side of the 

monument (north, northeast and east). When the survey team arrived, the 

greatest area of plant growth was on the roofs, at the feet of the figures where 

the drains are, and on the steps. 

2.2.2 Stage 1 – the Steps 

Although weathered, this robust, hardwearing stone is keeping its shape. 

Where the hard cement pointing isn’t raised above the weathered surface of the 

stone, there are a great many open joints. Weeds have taken root in these joints 

and there was a heavy accumulation of moss on the north, northeast and east 

sides of the steps. 

2.2.3 Stage 2 – Blind tracery, Shields and Books 

There are blistering and delaminating areas on the flat and the hood moulds, 

along with new and historic loss of material on pinnacles. Presence of previous 

attempts at mortar repairs to remake missing details and build up areas of loss 

is evident in localised areas, mainly on the northwest and west faces. 

The blind tracery has friable edges of detail that are cracked along the junction 

with the main body of the stone. 

In our research, the last note about the shields was that in 1713 all but two of 

the shields were remade. These range in condition with some more eroded than 

others.  

Books on the south and the east elevation were more eroded than the other 

two. 

Points of lead were noted in the minor pinnacles just below the cresting in Stage 

3, presumably as fixings. 

Carved details just below the cresting on Stage 3 have suffered badly from 

being repeatedly saturated by the blocked drains and the water overflowing 

down the face of the stone above. The water catches in the cracks and pockets, 

washing material away, and getting trapped and causing damage during 

freeze/thaw cycles. 
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West face, junction of carved detail at 

Stage 2 and cresting at Stage 3 – In poor 

condtion 

Southwest face – Blistering and friable 

hood moulds. Blistering on surrounding 

flat surfaces. Loss of carved detail above 

shields. 

 

 

 

Example of crockets coming away from 

the pinnacles. Light can be seen through 

the crack behind them. 

 

2.2.4 Stage 3 – Cresting, Drains, Canopies and Figures 

A number of the pieces of cresting have been replaced. Four pieces of cresting 

were found to be cracked and came away easily from the rest of the band of 

cresting. The pieces that remain are damp to the touch and have much moss 

and lichen growing on them. The joint where this band meets the top of Stage 2 

is flat to the floor of the area the figures are standing on. When the survey team 

arrived, this flat floor was covered in thick moss and had plants growing in the 

lead lined holes that function as drains, channelling to the water down through 

the stonework and out the slightly projecting face of the carved area below. 
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Unable to drain through the blocked holes, water has been accumulating on 

that surface, amongst the vegetation, soaking the cresting and overflowing 

down the face of the monument. It is evident this has been an on-going problem 

as it was referred to in the Restoration of the Eleanor Cross document in a 

comment about what was found in a 1925 inspection. 

The decorative stone immediately surrounding the exit of some of the lead 

lined drain holes (Stage 2) have badly deteriorated and their surfaces have 

blown due to having been damp over extended periods of time. 

The flat floor areas and drains were cleared of vegetation (see Section 2.5) to 

reveal the condition of that floor surface. It is made of stone blocks with solid 

and sound cement joints. No open joints were noted, and there are only very 

slight indentations around the drainage holes. Note that there are two drainage 

holes on each flat section, except on the north. There the left hand spout and 

exit are present, but the top of the hole has long been closed over. 

The buttresses and canopies are a mix of new and old elements. The buttresses 

on the east, south and west faces are of a very dense stone, presumably the 

Purbeck marble mentioned by Heritage England, the surface so weathered it no 

longer appears to be marble, however still holds its strength. The bottom 

section of some of the buttresses are made with a stone projecting back onto the 

flat surface behind the cresting. There are small indents along their arises. The 

buttresses on the north face are of limestone and few points of lead were noted 

along the inside face of the two supporting the north canopy.  

As mentioned in Section 2.2, regarding cracks, the buttresses to the west canopy 

appear to be bowing out slightly and there are stress cracks at the base of the 

west canopy’s southern buttress. There were also cracks noted in the southern 

buttress of the east canopy, approximately 2/3 up where a limestone piece 

meets marble. 

The vaulting on the underside of the canopies is generally in good condition, 

with small, minor cracking, except for the vaulting in the west canopy as 

mentioned previously. 

Something to bear in mind is that there is a history of splitting and damage to 

the canopies. In Northampton Borough Council’s Restoration of the Eleanor Cross 

document, it was recorded in 1982 that “splits in all the canopies (atop of their 

supporting pillars) were pinned with buried stainless steel”. For this to have 

taken place, there must have been sufficient splitting and damage identified at 

the time.  Prior to that, in 1713 it was recorded that “one gable (above the 

figures) was rebuilt and the others restored”. 
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The roofs of the canopies have had repairs and a layer of mortar spread on the 

sky-facing surfaces. There are some cracks in this mortar layer, and moss and 

debris is building up in the valleys.  

Most, if not all, the finials and pinnacles on the canopies have been replaced 

over the monuments lifespan. This is where the harder, newer stone was seen to 

have water run off of it onto older softer elements, i.e. newer finials atop an 

older pinnacle body. The pinnacle is eroding faster than the finial and is 

providing less and less support for the newer finial. 

Eighteen pinnacles and finials were recorded to show slight movement. The 

loose ones not on fixings were removed (see Section 2.3). 

Deep cracks and movement were identified along the line where a 

gable/pinnacle met the roof of the canopy on the north and south canopies. 

These gable/pinnacles were comprised of multiple pieces of stone, layered and 

fixed together with cement. They were heavy and presented a danger to people 

below should they have cracked further and sheered off, so they were removed.  

Crockets along the ridges of the roofs and edges of pinnacles vary in size and 

shape. A great number of them, particularly on the roofs, have been pieced in as 

individual indents.  

Label stops at this level are mainly newer additions, made of a hard oolitic 

stone. A face-by-face comparison was not undertaken, but from what can be 

seen in the photographic record, they all appear to be different. The older label 

stops are eroded and have lost most of their detail, leaving only indents for eyes 

and half jaws where there was once was a full head. 

The face of each of the gables to the canopies is carved with either oak or laurel 

leaves. The surface of these and of the hood moulds that surround them are 

friable, hollow when tapped and are beginning to come away from the rest of 

the stone. Insects and water are getting in. Primarily on the south side of the 

east canopy, the east side of the south canopy and on the north side of the north 

canopy. On the west side of the north canopy, there is a crack running down the 

centre of the face of the gable. On the north and west sides of the west canopy 

there is loss of material and cracking, indicative of the movement within this 

previously discussed canopy. 

Beneath the canopies, each figure is tied back into the monument with bronze 

dowels inserted at a downward angle through the chest or abdomen, exiting 

out the back and fixed into the wall behind. The figures have the look and feel 

of being mediaeval sculpture and the weathering and erosion on them seems to 

be what would be expected from a 700+ year old sculpture that had been 

partially sheltered. Their faces have eroded, but their features and expressions 
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can still be read. All but one has lost a hand or two hands (north facing figure 

has both hands) and all are missing long segments of drapery. There are cracks 

and fissures at the edges of their drapery. Some blistering is present with 

hollow areas behind. The figures’ bodies have varying degrees of previous 

repairs to them; large mortar repairs to breaks clear across their bodies and to 

areas of loss that have been built up very convincingly.  

The figures stand on pad stones, elevating them off the flat floor where the 

moss and plants had accumulated. 

2.2.5 Stage 4 – Four sides of blind tracery 

The peaked detail above the stringcourse behind the canopy roofs is generally 

in good condition. Small areas have broken free, there are areas of that are more 

eroded than others, but the rest is sound.  

There is blistering on the flat surfaces within the blind tracery. The projecting 

tracery itself is eroded, friable at the junctions and coming away from the stone 

underneath, creating water traps and insect accumulation. 

Pinnacles and finials were checked for movement and were removed as 

mentioned previously if they were seen to pose a danger. 

East face, Stage 4 – Example of the 

condition of the blind tracery: friable, 

delaminating. This detail could be saved 

with careful pinning, grouting and a 

mortar repair. 
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2.2.6 Stage 5 – Broken cross 

On the east and north sides to the base of the broken cross, the detail in the 

carving has eroded quite badly and what looks like a new loss of material on 

the east side.  

The cross itself is in good condition. The top of it has a relatively smooth angled 

surface allowing for good water run off. There is a reasonable accumulation of 

lichen and algae all over this area. 

The majority of the organic growth is concentrated on the north eastern side. 

 

 

Base of the broken cross – Carving on 

the east and north sides have eroded 

(centre and right side.  

  

 

2.3 Removing loose or dangerous masonry 

While conducting the touch and knocking tests, it became evident that 

fragments and areas of masonry were loose or cracked and posed a risk to the 

public walking below. The survey team took the approach that if the piece was 

larger than a golf ball and at height, it would be removed.  Each piece removed 

was labelled and the area from which there were taken was photographed. 

Regarding the gable/pinnacles that were removed from the north and south 

canopies, deep cracks and movement were identified along the line where they 

met the roof of the canopy. These gable/pinnacles were comprised of multiple 

pieces of stone, layered and fixed together with cement. They were heavy and 

presented a danger to people below should they have cracked further and 

sheered off, so in our view they needed to be removed. 

Areas such as the oak and laurel leaf details on the faces of the gables were left 

in place, even if they were friable or sounded hollow. The decision to leave 

these was made for fear of loosing too much original detail and material, and 

potentially opening up more cracks and fissures behind. These areas have been 
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recorded and should be addressed in the next phase of works carried out on the 

cross, in order to retain them if possible. If not, then they will serve as an 

immediate reference for whatever level of replacement is decided upon. 

With the help of  of Northampton Borough Council, the removed 

pieces of masonry were transported to a storage space in the Northampton 

Guildhall where they will be stored until they are commissioned to be treated 

and re-fixed.  

2.3.1 Stone Audit: Identification, Condition and Recommendations 

During the week following the on-site survey, a one-day audit was undertaken 

on the masonry that were removed. They were identified, assessed for reuse 

and recommendations were made for each in regards to treatment should they 

be selected for resituating. 

The results and documentation produced from this audit are in Appendix A. 

 

2.4 Opinion and Advice from the Structural Engineer 

, managing director of StressUK, came to site to give his opinion 

on the condition of the cross. 

He stated the following in an email to , the Cliveden 

Conservation Decorative Arts Section Manager, 1 Nov 2017: 

“The slight lean of the top central section of the monument is a mystery 

as I could not see any evidence of cracking or spread at the junction of 

the top section of core with the four capping pieces. I can’t see any 

evidence that this leaning is progressive but should if possible be 

measured when the refurbishment is carried out and then periodically 

monitored over the next few years.” 

The area  identified as the most vulnerable on the monument was the 

west canopy, where the survey team had highlighted the amount of cracking in 

the vaulting and to the buttresses.  

A method to gaining some temporary, lightweight support, which, in his view, 

will significantly reduce the risk of collapse of that area has been proposed and 

can be seen in StressUK’s report in Appendix B. 
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2.5 Remedial works carried out during the course of the survey 

2.5.1 Clearing the drain holes  

When the survey team arrived, this flat floor area at the feet of the figures was 

covered in thick moss (1-5cm thick) and had plants growing in the lead lined 

holes. The plants were a mix of grasses, weeds, brambles and woody growth. 

All of this was removed with the use of wooden and metal tools, and swept 

clean.  

The drains are comprised of lead lined holes with a spout channelling the water 

down through the stonework and out the slightly projecting face of the carved 

area below. The slight curve in the lead lined hole could be part of the reason 

they became clogged, but there is also the fact that these flat surfaces have not 

been cleared or checked in a long time.  

Long bamboo skewers and lengths of wire were used to dislodge insects, earth, 

roots and small stones within the holes. Once the majority of the debris was 

cleared, a cord was drawn through the hole to ‘floss’ out the remaining 

blockages.  

All but four holes were successfully cleared. Two had plants, which had grown 

to the width of the hole within the hole, and the others had a more solid object 

lodged in them. As much loose material was removed from each of these holes 

as possible and they received a liberal application of weed killer. These will 

need to be revisited during the next phase of works undertaken on the Cross so 

that all have been sufficiently cleared. 

List of drains not cleared:  

 East face, right hand hole (plant in it) 

 North east face, left hand hole (plant in it) 

 Southeast face, left and right hand holes (loose material removed but 

a more solid object is lodged within the lead tube). 

2.5.2 Repairs  

Repairs took the form of mortar repairs to fill cracks and voids, mainly on sky-

facing surfaces. The number of repairs carried out were dictated by the time 

available to the team on site and prioritising them with the task of the survey 

work. 

The repairs carried out 23-27 October 2017 are described below: 

North face 

 None 
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East face 

 East canopy, north side of roof: Crack in the mortar layer on the roof 

of the east canopy – mortar was removed from the crack, the crack 

raked out, new lime mortar was put in place 

 East canopy, north east corner of roof: Crocket had been removed 

leaving an open crack and water trap – the crack was cleared of loose 

material, lime mortar was used to fill the crack and fill the water trap 

at an angle to allow for water to run off and away. 

 East canopy, where the south east pinnacle was removed at Stage 3: 

the bronze dowel was left behind once the pinnacle and base were 

removed, the broken area cleared out and channel cut down the side 

of the broken area to allow for water run-off. 

South face 

 South canopy, west gable, where the large finial and base were 

removed: the hole and open joints exposed on the roof once the finial 

and base were removed were filled with lime mortar 

West face 

 Top of Stage 4, where it meets with Stage 5: there was an area of 

mortar that had broken off the top surface of a detail exposing an 

open joint. This was filled and built up to prevent water ingress. 

 

The mortar mix used was: 

1 x Natural Hydraulic Lime 2 

1 x Silver sand (from Limebase) 

1 x Sharp sand 

½ Oolitic stone dust (from Limebase) 

¼ Ginger sand (from Limebase) 

 

2.6 Recommendations 

In discussions with the Northampton Borough Council it was stated that they 

would quite rightly prefer to retain as much of what can be identified as 

original stonework as possible; maintaining its authenticity by preserving the 

monument’s integrity and character. Given that the Council is also concerned 

with the aesthetics of the monument and reaction from the community upon 
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seeing elements from the structure having been removed, then maintaining as 

much of the architectural completeness of the monument is also important.  

A number of the fragments of masonry that were removed are large enough, 

are in good condition and will require minimal conservation work prior to their 

reinstatement. The rest of the fragments are a mix of partially reusable and non-

reusable pieces that will require a different approach depending on whether the 

individual piece is deemed significant enough to the look of the monument. In 

these cases, the options will be either to have a new piece re-carved or to have 

the area from which the piece was taken brought up to profile with a mortar 

repair to continue shedding water as the area would with the piece in place and 

to complete the look of the monument more than simply having left the space 

bare. Each of these options will of course have a different timescale and pricing. 

Structurally, there is a concern about safety to do with the west canopy so the 

emergency works recommended by  and presented in Cliveden 

Conservation’s “Interim Report for the Emergency Strapping Works to the Eleanor 

Cross Monument, Northampton”, November 2017, should be considered and 

undertaken soon.  

With the above in mind, the following phases of work are recommended:  

 

Phase 1 –  

Emergency strapping works to be undertaken as an intervention needs to 

happen as a temporary measure ahead of the full treatment to happen later in 

2018. 

Phase 2 –  

To enable the Council to consider the options and decide on whether or not 

(and how best) to reinstate the fragments of masonry that were removed, 

Cliveden will need to be commissioned to price the options and method of 

reinstatement. 

Phase 3 – 

A light conservation clean, to remove debris, moss and lichen growth. 

To reduce the risk of standing water and damage to the junction of carved 

detail at Stage 2 and cresting at Stage 3, revisit the flat area at the feet of the 

figures and to completely clear the blocked drains. 

To prevent water ingress on canopy roofs, remove moss and debris, remove 

degraded mortar point up the open joints. 
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To prevent further erosion and resulting damage due to the creation of water 

traps, pin, grout and cap areas of blind tracery and hood moulds etc. that are 

coming away from the body of the monument. 

To conserve the figures, pin, grout and cap cracks and fissures in the drapery 

and remaining hands.  

To prevent vegetative growth and water ingress to the steps, and to improve 

the monument visually, clean and repoint Stage 1. 

To reinstate fragments of masonry that were removed. 

 

2.7 Outline headings for the scope of works 

Phase 1 –  

 Emergency strapping works – to be carried out as outlined in the 

interim report, November 2017 

Phase 2 –  

 Decision on the option and method of reinstatement – Commission 

Cliveden to price for the list below. The council to instruct based on 

one or a combination of the methods, and for Cliveden to make 

adjustments or allowances in the Phase 3 timeline and pricing 

schedule to allow for them to carried out as part of that work. 

o Re-carving and fixing (9 no.) 

o Bringing the area up to profile with a mortar repair 

Phase 3 – Scaffolding and a water supply will have to be secured for this phase 

 Clean the monument – Dry brushing using brushes, collecting all 

debris and removing from site. 

 Clear flat area at the feet of the figures and drains – Using tools, 

wire and long flexible rods (Teflon or Nylon) to remove any 

vegetation or woody vegetation from within drains 

 Clean and repair roofs of canopies – Remove moss and debris, 

remove degraded mortar, rake out joints and repoint using suitably 

colour matched mortar, cover with damp hessian and plastic to 

protect from weather and ensure carbonation of materials 

 Pin and grout hollow and/or friable areas that are becoming water 

traps (blind tracery, hood moulds etc.) – Remove debris from within 

in cracks and fissures by blowing, brushing and/or flushing the area 

clean with water and/or solvent. Pin areas that require pinning my 

drilling a very small hole through the face of the piece in which a 
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very narrow stainless steel wire or dowel would be inserted and 

fixed. Grout the crack, fissures and hollows with a lime slurry. Point 

the joint or cap it in a visually sensitive manner using to a suitably 

matching coloured mortar, cover with damp hessian and plastic to 

protect from weather and ensure carbonation of materials. 

Stage 4 – blind tracery and shafts 

o S side 

o E side 

Stage 3 – gables, hood moulds 

o S canopy, E gable 

o E canopy, S gable 

o W canopy- N and W gables 

Stage 2 – pinnacles, blind tracery, hood moulds  

o S face – L side, top of pinnacle below figure, loose and cracked 

at edge 

o S face – blind tracery above shields 

o S face – cracked aris 

o SE face – blind tracery 

o E face – blind tracery 

o NE face – blind tracery 

o N face – blind tracery 

 Pin and grout hollow and/or friable areas that are becoming water 

traps (Figures’ drapery and hands) – as above. 

o S figure – cracks in drapery (long areas of cracking and 

delamination) and big fragment of corner of drapery  

o W figure – hand and surrounding drapery 

o N and E figures – drapery 

 Clean and repoint steps – Rake out all joints in the steps using hand 

tools and electrical tools (probably grinders due to the tough, hard 

nature of the existing pointing), taking care not to damage the steps 

themselves by shielding them with a sheet of stainless steel. Use the 

Doff machine to clear out remaining debris in the joints and to clean 

the stone steps themselves. Repoint using to a suitably matching 

coloured mortar, cover with damp hessian and plastic to protect from 

weather and ensure carbonation of materials. 

 Reinstating stone fragments removed during survey – Part A) 

Conserving and re-fixing 10 no. fragments using basalt coated carbon 

fibre dowels, a two-part epoxy resin and pointing any joint with 
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mortar. Part B) Reinstating the remaining 9 no. fragments as per the 

priced and agreed method from Phase 2. 

o Re-carving and fixing – Collect/transport fragments from 

storage to the Cliveden Taplow workshop. Measure and order 

stone (minimum 8wk lead time for receipt of stone order). 

Carve the pieces. Transport and store on site in a secure 

location. Assess and, where required, make the receiving area 

for each piece good and sound enough to support the carved 

piece, and be fixed into. Drill and fix with basalt coated carbon 

fibre dowels, a two-part epoxy resin and pointing any joint 

with mortar. 

o Bringing the area up to profile wit a mortar repair – Rake out 

and open up the area where the fragment was from if required. 

Make good and bring it up to profile using to a suitably 

matching coloured mortar, cover with damp hessian and 

plastic to protect from weather and ensure carbonation of 

materials. 

 

2.8 Estimated Cost  

The following estimated costs apply to the tasks described in the Scope of 

Works above.  

Not that the time scale is based on having the full monument scaffolded and a 

water supply secured otherwise, additional time will be required. 

This price does not include the emergency strapping works needed as outlined 

by  of StressUK. Estimate foer these works have been forwarded 

to you separately.  

Task (time/people) Cost 

Clean the monument   

Clear the drains   

Clear the roofs of the canopies   

Pin and grout hollow and/or friable areas that are 

becoming water traps (tracery, hood moulds, etc.) 
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Pin and grout hollow and/or friable areas that are 

becoming water traps (Figures) drapery, hands  

 

 

Repoint the steps   

Materials (flush cut blades, sheet of s/s, mortar, 

dowels, etc) Transport and Accommodation for the 

duration of the above  

 

  

Scaffolding  

Reinstating stone fragments removed during survey 

 Conservation and Re-fixing 10 no. 

  

o Pieces that require re-carving 9 no.– 

allow for pricing of stone and evaluation of 

time required to carve new, alternately, fill 

space with mortar repair 

o Bring it up to profile in places to make 

it less distracting  

 

 

 

 

 

Total  

 

This price does is exclusive of VAT
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APPENDIX A  

 

Stone Audit:  

Identification, Condition, Recommendations and Photographic Record for 

each piece removed 

 

Cliveden Conservation Workshop Ltd, November 2017 
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CONDITION CODE SUMMARY 

STABILITY (i-iv) 

i Stable Condition not expected to deteriorate within the next 

10+ years 

ii Potentially unstable Condition not expected to deteriorate within next 5-10 

years 

iii Unstable/Steady 

deterioration: 

Change in condition likely to be evident between 1 –5 

years 

iv Highly unstable: Change in condition likely to be evident within 1 year 

CONDITION (A–D) 

A Excellent Little or no damage evident 

B Good Minor amount of damage and/or loss of original and 

added material, or with light discoloration or accretions. 

C Fair Noticeable damage and loss and appears disfigured 

with visible accretions. 

D Poor Considerable and/or significant loss of original or added 

material or major damage/breakage or disfigurement.  

May be endangering other objects and surfaces. 

TREATMENT PRIORITY (1-4) 

1 No treatment Conservation treatment not required beyond routine 

maintenance. 

2 Desirable Conservation treatment desirable but not necessary to 

ensure the long term stability of the object.  For instance, 

conservation treatment may be required for curatorial 

reasons. 

3 Necessary Conservation treatment necessary to avoid further 

deterioration, loss or undesirable strain on an object 

and/or loss of significance (evidential or artistic value). 

4 Urgent Conservation treatment required to prevent significant 

deterioration in condition of object and/or loss of 

significance (evidential or artistic value).  This may 

include structural vulnerability, risk of total loss of 

entire object or part of object, or risk of accident to 

visitors/users. 
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Eleanor	Cross	Survey	-	STONE	AUDIT:	Identification,	Condition,	Recommendations	and	Photographic	Record	for	each	piece	removed 31-Oct-17

photo Number Description Size location
original/pr

e-1980
1980s+  Stability 

 Conditio

n 

 Treatme

nt 

Priority 

 Condition Notes:  
 Reusable

? 

 Treatment 

Recommendations 

 time (days 

based on 

having 

scaffold 

access) 

1
Pinnacle	(Top),	plus	2	

fragments
46.5cm	long	x	
20cm

NW,	Level	4	(Top) x x i C 2

Oolitic	stone	-	sound	and	
solid.	1	of	the	top	leaves	is	

missing.	2	accompanying	
fragments:	1	crocket	from	

base	that	broke	off,	1	
piece	of	stone	that	joined	
the	finnial	to	the	

monument.	Degraded	
resin	present.	Lichen	and	
algae	on	all	surfaces.	2	
bottom	crockets	
(original?)as	indents	held	
with	resin.	Lead	dot	on	

side,	possibly	a	joggle.	
Came	away	from	the	
monument	at	the	joint.

Y

Remove	resin	and	lead	
fixing/dowel	from	base	of	
pinnacle.	(use	drill	and	

solvents).		Refix	crocket	
with	small	dowel	and	
point	joint.	Refix	pinnacle	
to	monument	with	dowel,	
Hilti	HitKit,	point	joint.

1

2 Finial 24cm	x	12cm W	Canopy,	SW	pinnacle x i B 2

Oolitic	stone	-	sound	and	
solid.	Broke	at	an	angle	
just	below	the	joint	with	

the	pinnacle,	at	base	of	
fixing	dowel.	Copper	or	

bronze	dowel.	Resin	
present.

Y

Remove	resin	and	fixing.	

(use	solvents	and	drill).	
Refix	to	pinnacle	with	
longer	dowel	and	mortar	
repair	to	build	up	any	
missing	material.

0.75

3 Finial 24cm	x	25cm N	Canopy,	E	pinnacle x i A 2

Ketton	stone?	-	had	been	
fixed	with	red/brown	

cement.	Minor	areas	of	
sulphation	present	within	
recesses	of	detail

Y
Remove	cement	and	refix	
using	dowel

0.75

4 Finial 18cm	x	12cm W	Canopy,	NW	pinnacle x i A 1

Ketton	stone?	-	lump	of	
mortar	around	top	of	
dowel.	Very	short	dowel	
remained	in	pinnacle.

Y

Remove	mortar	to	open	
up	receiving	hole	in	the	

finial.	Remove	dowel	from	
pinnacle	(drill).	Refix	with	
longer	dowel,	Point	joint.

0.75
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Item no. 001 – Pinnacle (Top), plus 2 fragements 

Location: NW, Level 4 (Top)   

 

General view 

 

 View of base 

 

One fragment is a crocket from the 

base. 

 

 Detail showing 2 indented crockets, 

held with resin. Lead dot on side, 

possibly a joggle. 
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Location prior to removal. 

 

 

After removal. 

Item no. 002 – Finial 

Location: W Canopy, SW pinnacle  

 

General view 

 

 Detail of base showing how oolitic 

and crumbly the stone is, the dowel 

and adhesive. 
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Location prior to removal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item no. 003 – Finial 

Location: N Canopy, E Pinnacle   

 
 

General view View of base showing how it had 

broken off the rest of the stone, and 

how it had been cemented to the 

adjoining detail. 
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Difference in erosion and carving. Detail of minor sulphation in recesses 

of detail 

  

Location of finial, prior to removal. After the removal. 
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Item no. 004 – Finial 

Location: W Canopy, NW Pinnacle  

 

 

View of base and mortar packed in 

the hole above where the fixing 

ended.  

General view.  

 

 

 Finial removed, exposing a short 

dowel. – Remove dowel, replace with 

longer, stainless steel dowel and refix 

finial 

Identification of movement in the 

NW pinnacle on the W canopy. 
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Item no. 005 – Crocket 

Location: 3rd level Canopy, bottom crocket, E side. 

  

General view View of back of crocket 

 

 

 

Location the crocket was taken from. 
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Item no. 006-1 and 006-2 – Finial and Base 

Location: SE Pinnacle and Base, Stage 4  

  

General view of 2 sides of the finial and base. Lump of resin to the left. 

 

 

Top of base that met with the 

pinnacle. Stone ‘dowel’ embedded in 

brown/red cement. Indent of new 

material to back face of base (top in 

this photo) 

Removing thick layer of resin at joint 

where pinnacle meets the base. 
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Detail of indent to back face of base, 

showing how tightly the new and old 

material met 

View of bottom of base: 3 eroded 

label stops and a hole in the centre for 

the fixing that attached it to the 

monument.  

 

 

General view of South face before 

and after removal. No.006-1 and 006-

2 came from the SE corner  

 

 

 

 

Detail of the stone it was seated on 

and the very short fixing that is still 

in place. 
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Item no. 007 – Indent/Repair 

Location:  L side of SW gable on S Canopy (The rest of this area was removed, 

see Item no.024) 

  

General view, showing carved detail The back of the piece with some of 

the large quantity of mortar used to 

fix it in place still present. 

  

This could be reused (Remove cement, mortar and other stone, refix using 

stainless steel dowels), however, as the area it came from was also removed 

(no.024), it will need to be considered in conjunction with what will be done 

to that area. 
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Item no. 008 – Cresting 

Location: N face, at foot of figure 

  

General view from front. 

 

View of the bottom, neat joint line. 

  

Removal of 008 – Cresting from N 

face. 

Detail of the degraded resin that had 

originally held it in place. The stone 

underneath is sound. 
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Item no. 009 – Cresting 

Location: E face, at foot of figure  

  

General view of front. Note 

horizontal joint line. 

View of the back.  Note horizontal 

joint line. 

 

  

View of bottom showing 2 iron 

dowels set in cement to join the top 

and bottom halves of this item. The 

lower portion having broken off the 

main body of the monument at the 

base of the dowels. 

Removal of item 009 - Cresting 
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Detail of stone it broken from. It is 

sound and could be pinned on again 

with longer, stainless steel dowels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item no.010 – Cresting 

Location: W face at foot of figure  

  

General view from the top View from the front. Badly eroded 

and crumbling. 

 

 

 

General view of the W face cresting. 

No.019 was removed from the crest 

2nd from left. No.10 was removed 

from the crest to the right of that. 
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Item no. 011 – Finial 

Location: W Canopy, N central finial  

  

General view. Note Indent of lower 

quarter (at right, in this photo) 

Showing historic damage/loss to top 

detail. 

 

 

 

View of bottom, showing indent, 

amount of erosion and lack of fixing 

for it to attach to the stone it had been 

seated on. 

  

Location prior to removal. Condition of base it was removed 

from. 
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Item no. 012-1 and 012-2 – Finial and Base 

Location: N face, N central finial   

 

 

General view of the finial and base 

 

View showing thickness and weight 

 

 

General view of finial  

 Pointing to indicate location of crack 

that will lead to the lower quarter 

detail breaking off if not pinned 

before reuse. 
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Front view of the base. Looking down at the top of the 

broken base, where the finial sat. 

 

 

The base broke further while being 

wrapped for storage: front view 

Back of the base piece  
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Front view of the finial and base 

before removal. 

The base broke further while being 

wrapped for storage: back view, 

showing method of construction and 

exposing the thick iron dowel set in 

cement 

 

  

Left and right sides of the final and base before removal – note the crack on 

both sides and the badly depredated ‘base’ stone supporting the finial. 
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Pinnacle and base removed, and 

loose material brushed free. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item no. 013 – Pinnacle 

Location: N face, R side, above figure, Stage 3  

 

 

General view of full pinnacle Bottom surface broke along 

crystalline vein in original material. 
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Original piece (9cm) as part of bottom 

of pinnacle. Note it did not break 

across the joint between ‘new’ and 

original. 
 

 Removing the pinnacle from the 

north canopy. 

 

 

View of the base this pinnacle, 

showing the stone had broken, not a 

joint line. 
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Item no. 014 – Pinnacle 

Location: SE pinnacle, E Canopy, Stage 3  

 

 

General view General view of other side. Note 

there is no loss of detail only slight 

erosion. 
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View of broken bottom of the 

pinnacle. The break occurred not 

along the joint between the new and 

original, but at the end of the dowels. 

3 could be seen, embedded in resin.  

Pinnacle in situ, prior to removal. 

  

Receiving area, immediately after 

removing the pinnacle. The bronze 

dowel can be seen in place. 

Bronze dowel removed and a channel 

cut in the stone to allow for positive 

water run off. 
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Item no. 015 – Fragments 

Location: S Canopy, SE gable, R side  

  

General view of 4 fragments. The one 

with detail at L is an indent. Next to it 

is an original piece.  

Reverse of same fragments. 

 

 

 

 

Item no. 016 – Fragments (6), from base of no. 014 

Location: SE pinnacle, E Canopy, Stage 3  

 

General view, with fragments arranged to show where no. 014 Pinnacle had 

been fixed. 
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Although these fragments together form the majority of the base on which 

no.014 Pinnacle is to be seated, it is inadvisable to attempt to fix these together 

and be used as a structural element at height. 

 

 

 

Item no. 017 – Fragments (5) 

Location: S Canopy, SW minor finial at base of canopy, canopy roof crocket 

  

General view of fragments. Reverse of same fragments 
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Location of the longer of the fragments, off the south canopy roof. 

  

Location of the cluster of other fragments that made up the crocket. 
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Item no. 018 – Crocket 

Location: N face, L side of Upper Gable, above figure, Stage 3  

 

 

General view, front and side. 

Item no. 019 – Cresting 

Location: W face, 2nd from L  

  

General view, top and bottom 

 

 

 

General view of the W face cresting. 

No.019 was removed from the crest 

2nd from left. No.10 was removed 

from the crest to the right of that. 
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Item no. 020 – Fragment 

Location: N face, peak of detail behind centre pinnacle  

  

General view of side and front of fragment. 

 

  

General view of NE corner, E face to 

the L in this photo, N to the R. 

Removing the fragment from the 

peak of the detail at the base of the 

tracery, along the N face, behind the 

pinnacle on the canopy. 
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Item no. 021 – Crockets 

Location: E Canopy, S gable  

 

 

 

General view, showing how oolitic 

the stone is and friable it has become. 

  

 

 

 

Item no. 022 – Crocket 

Location: E face, R side, above figure, Stage 3  

  

General view of front and reverse of the crocket pieces. 
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Location during and after removal of the crocket. 

 

 

 

Item no. 023 – Fragments (7) 

Location: N face, from finial  

  

General view of front and reverse of the fragments. Not advisable to reuse 

these. 
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Item no. 024 – Finial and Base 

Location: S Canopy, SE gable – correction: SW gable 

  

General view of side and front of this large piece. 
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General view of side and back of piece. 

  

View of back showing construction 

method with different segments of 

stone and tight cement joints. 
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Item no. 025 – Pinnacle 

Location: S face, R side, above figure, Stage 4  

  

General view of 2 sides of the pinnacle. Note amount of lost detail on the 

lower original section, and the missing crockets along edges. 
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(above) View of the bottom, break 

edge. 3 label stops present. 

 

(left) General view of another side of 

the pinnacle. 

  

Pinnacle in situ, before removal. After removal. 
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Receiving area, seen from both sides. Is very weathered but is sound. Cracks 

where it joins the canopy roof. 

 

 

Item no. 026 – Crockets 

Location: SW face, Pinnacle under string course, between Stages 3 and 4  
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Item no. 027 – Label stops 

Location: S face, pieces belong to R side pinnacle, above figure, Stage 2 

  

General view of label stops, both sides. 
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APPENDIX B  

 

Structural engineer’s report 

 

Stress UK, 30 Oct 2017 
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Project Ref: CC17-313 
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MECHANSIM 
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Location: ELEANOR CROSS, LONDON 
ROAD, NORTHAMPTON,  
  

 

 

Strap top of 
columns to 
prevent accidental 
outward 
movement 

Strap bottom of 
apex feature to 
reduce risk of 
collapse of arch 
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APPENDIX C  

 

Condition Drawings 

 

Cliveden Conservation, January 2018 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Photographic Record - Condition 

 

Cliveden Conservation Workshop Ltd, October 2017 
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North face – lead joggles in the right 

hand buttress, loss of material along 

the aris of the left hand buttress  

North face – Example of deep cracks 

and movement identified along the 

line where a gable/pinnacle met the 

roof of the canopy on the north and 

south canopies. 

  

Cresting on the north face. Note the 

difference in style of the cresting and 

the large base to the buttress in the 

foreground. 

Detail of the left hand drain on the 

north face that has long since been 

closed over. Possibly by the addition 

of the large base to the buttress. 
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N face, exit spouts to drain holes – 

The carved detail surrounding the 

spouts has blown from being damp 

and experiencing freeze/thaw cycles  

(L hand side hole is closed over at the 

top) 

NE face – before clearing the 

vegetation. 

 

 

NE –after clearing vegetation. Note 

the joints are all sound.  
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East face, right hand drain hole – 

woody growth expanded to the 

width of the hold. Weed killer was 

applied and this will need to be 

revisited to clear it next time. 

NE face, left hand drain hole 

 

 

N face, Stage 2 – General view of 

condition on this stage: blistering and 

delaminating areas on the flat and the 

hood mould, loss of material on 

pinnacles. 

N face, Stage 4 – General view 

 

 

 

 

N face – examples of cracks that run 

behind the detail that’s coming away 

from the stone. – Pin and grout to 

stabilise. 
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NW corner at Stage 3, in between the canopies – very eroded corner stone and 

surrounding area. –REPLACE? Also note cracked mortar to the right and left - 

REPOINT 

  

N canopy, NW gable – cracked – 

needs pointing 

W canopy, NW gable – cracked and 

hollow sounding – indicative of issue 

inside in the vaulting – grout to 

consolidate 
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N canopy – crack along middle ridge W canopy – detail of the cracking 

where the buttress meets the canopy. 
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W face – drains cleared. Note stress 

cracks on the buttress to the right. 

Also the condition of the figure’s 

drapery. 

W figure – detail of type of decay to 

edges of drapery: fissures, cracks and 

delamination 

 

 

 

W face, cresting – in poor condition 

due to being repeatedly saturated by 

blocked drains and the water running 

down the face of the monument. 

W face, stage 2 – friable surfaces, 

cracks behind details and hood 

moulds, presence of previous mortar 

repairs to build up areas of loss. Note 

the crockets have nearly all been lost 

off the pinnacle. 
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E face – points at which level was 

measured 

 

 

 Indicating very slight lean towards 

the south. 

 

 

Looking down the south face of the 

monument. Note level of bioliogical 

growth is higher on the east side 

(right hand side of this photo). 

Stage 5 – the broken cross 
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View of east and north canopies – 

showing the amount of debris and 

vegeration growing on these sides – 

Recommend clearning and 

rempointing.  
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APPENDIX E 

 

Photographic Record - Repairs 

 

Cliveden Conservation Workshop Ltd, October 2017 
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East Canopy, north gable (NE corner) 

 

 Crack in previous mortar repair to 

roof of canopy was raked out and 

repointed. Also and area to the left of 

the gable, where a fragment was 

removed, leaving a water trap, was 

capped with mortar to help with 

water run off. 

South canopy, west gable 

  

South canopy, west gable, where the indent/repair and the large finial and 

base were removed: the hole and open joints exposed on the roof once the 

finial and base were removed were filled with lime mortar 
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West face 

  

Top of Stage 4, where it meets with Stage 5: there was an area of mortar that 

had broken off the top surface of a detail exposing an open joint. This was 

filled and built up to prevent water ingress. 

Clearing the drains 

 

 

‘Flossing’ the lead lined holes with 

wire and cord. 
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18th September 2018. 
 
Results of inspection day Queen Eleanor’s Cross Northampton. 
 
Visit 5th September. 
 
 
Following my visit to view the above and review Cliveden Conservation’s report October 
2017. 
 
Fundamentally the report is good, informative and covers most areas. 
However some defects have been noted and are being amended by HS on extra drawings 
supplied by Cliveden. 
 
As noted the monument has received much attention over the years through the public but also by 
the several campaigns of restoration and conservation phases. 
 
 My initial thoughts on seeing the monument are as follows: 
  
• It’s very public and accessible to all either by foot or viewed from the road. 
• It is a freestanding structure. 
• The weather is continuously all around it. 
• The road is busy carrying its own hazards of pollution along with the constant vibration of 

heavy traffic. 
• The close proximity of nearby mature trees with no doubt a complex root structure but also with 

an advancing overhead canopy of branches and foliage. 
• Most of the above cannot be easily changed for many reasons both physical and political but 

they all contribute to how this monument performs in its dwelling place and landscape . The 
monument has stood still as everything has changed around it and as inevitable consequence 
problems do occur. 

• There are many areas of repair and restoration including different types of mortars. Some 
surfaces and areas appear cleaner than others these are related to previous cleaning phases, 
weathering patterns and possibly the areas of accessibility to the structure. 

• Some areas of detail and architectural elements have been lost, either through erosion, the 
limitation of materials, elements which have fallen off or even taken as a souvenir.  

• The lower level stepped plinth with all its sky surface joints has suffered with the colonisation of 
small plants establishing their roots which create open joints letting water ingress in, but also its 
appearance is unkempt and already giving us the impression of a disheveled slightly forgotten 
structure. 

• The monument clearly needs some attention but the question is how to re-presented in a 
conserved sensitive form needs careful consideration for such an iconic much loved landmark?  

   
Decorative Stone & Plaster Conservator. 

 
15 Main Street Sproxton The Green Melton Mowbray Leicestershire LE14 4QS 
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• The conservation works particularly relating to the application of lime should be carried out at 
the correct time of year when frost is not a concern. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 1. Recommendations for conservation: methods and materials. 
 
• First and foremost the structure has to be safe this will be determined by the outcome of the 

structural engineers findings and recommendations. The outcome of this may involve some 
inevitable dismantling of some structural elements and perhaps some commissioning of new 
stones mainly where original stones can no longer perform their intended function anymore. 
Although very invasive this may now be the time to finally resolve a long slow decline of part of 
the structure in a positive action. If new stones are to be produced careful selection of stone 
type will be required. The actual carving should really be as it was first intended as the original 
representation in other words carved as new and not to match the existing eroded profile. 

• We know there are iron cramps existing within the structure as it is mentioned historically but 
also evidence is present on certain elements within mainly the pinnacles, which show the 
classic fragmentation of stones, associated with expanding iron cramps. 

• Although iron work is known to be present an interesting proposal from 1983 PJ Badcock, DoE 
civil Engineer recommended resin coating iron work which is otherwise inaccessible, some 
reservation was expressed as cavities were unknown and the technique is non reversible. 

• There is evidence that the statues were removed in 1983 by Harrison Hill and taken to their 
workshop where all ironwork was removed and conserved. The conservation works to the 
frame of the monument i.e. the architectural components was carried out by Richard Marsh. 
Both frame and structure were carried out with techniques used at Wells Cathedral under 
Professor Baker. 

• As a consequence of this we can assume the statues are under no threat of decay / damage 
caused by expanding iron cramps. However it is not entirely clear how much is still present with 
in the frame? It may be worth as an exercise to commission an iron cramp survey if not already 
existing? This would not only inform us of what is actually going on and still exists but also as 
an archival document allowing us more insight into the history of construction of this structure. 

• To carry out this survey it may be possible to X-ray with a mobile unit, some veterinary 
practices offer this service as they are often visiting animals on site. As the scaffolding will be 
enclosed it will be possible to make areas darker for the X-ray to work. Metal detectors are also 
available but can be primitive and misleading. There may however be more sophisticated 
methods available and this will need further investigation to decided on the most effected 
method should it be required. 

• The monument is covered in different phases of mortars including cement and pointing, some 
good and some bad all for different reasons however all have been carried out to try and aid 
the decay and slow down erosion. 

• Some fine lines of C19 Roman cement as identified in 1983 have been left in the campaign of 
work and can be clearly still seen they are very distinctive in their appearance and are still 
complete in form and function. It was not evident if this had ever been analysed Which might 
be interesting if time and cost allowing to have this looked at .It will further our knowledge and 
act as an archival document relating to the history and development and pattern of repair 
mortars in use at this time. 

• An area of particular interest resides at the very top of the broken shaft originally carrying the 
cross. This area clearly appears to be in two sections either originally made so or broken and 
put back together. On the very sky surface is a butterfly shape mortar repair of a Roman 
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cement type.  The repair is stable but in a vulnerable area. A discussion should take place 
whilst scaffolding is erected as to the long-term view for keeping water ingress out? Maybe a 
small discreet lead capping might be considered? 

 
 
 
 
 2. Conservation techniques. 
 
• Cleaning, we have to ask why we are cleaning and what we wish to achieve? In this case most 

of the monument is clean there is almost a band half way up which shows one section being 
cleaner than the other? This may apply to areas that are easily accessible. 

• The monument is not heavily soiled by pollution mainly because of the attention already 
received in previous restoration and conservation phases and as we are not going to have 
another industrial revolution heavy sulphation crusts are not an immediate problem. However 
there are other pollution factors at force these days. Having said this only a light clean is 
required. This is to remove debris, moss and lichen growth to help inform us of areas where 
water can stand ingress and seep into the core. Any areas of degrading and very porous 
surfaces will also become evident if previously covered in the mosses etc. The areas where 
this will be most applicable relate to joint lines and I would recommend removing all moss and 
lichens within these areas to make sure no hole is left open where water can penetrate. 

• A combination of wooden tools and nylon brushes is very effective at removing this growth. 
Another way is to spray them with water wait for them to swell up and then remove in the same 
manner. Care must be taken not to smear green on the surface so it needs to be done 
carefully. 

• The area within the canopy of the niches housing the statues will need a brush down as a 
sheltered area this has picked up some debris and a bit of pollution. There could be an option 
to poultice but personally I wouldn't as difficult to fully remove successfully because of the 
accessibility around the statues. 

• Any areas of de-frassing: removal of loose debris and accretions can be gently brushed down 
with stencil and nylon or small stainless steel brushes. 

 
 
Mortar repair and consolidation 
 
• Any areas of previous mortar repairs, which are stable, should be left if they are still performing 

their function intended. There is a patchwork of repair as already mentioned some is in cement 
this mainly relates to areas of blind tracery. The repairs are fairly well executed and may only 
require minor consolidation at the junction between the repair and original stone. To remove 
these repairs may create more damage to the original surface and leave us with a very 
amorphous surface with major invasive reconstruction to do afterwards. Some of the repairs 
also give an edge to a profile which if removed would lose all clarity. We therefore need to work 
with what’s been given and offered. It may seem odd but some of these may actually be very 
significant to the integrity of the monument they need conserving. They should only be 
removed if unstable. 

• Where new mortar is required for capping water traps and protecting vulnerable edges I would 
recommend a well-graded lime-putty based mortar. Tests should be carried out using different 
stones dust and sands locally sourced if possible to match the vernacular. Any sky surface 
repairs should perhaps be carried out in a hydraulic lime. This is mainly applicable to the 
plinth steps and completely horizontal areas. 

• These samples should be carried out in advance of the works starting to allow for the best 
match to be achieved. 
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• Where whole sections need consolidation many methods and materials are available: 
• First aid measure may need to be carried out, this can take the form of supporting an edge 

mortar or support elements with Eltoline tissue (an acid free web type material) held in place by 
a reversible medium such as Poly vinyl alcohol allowing either grouting to be performed or an 
applications of Nano lime 

 
 
Nano Lime: is a dispersion of synthesised calcium hydroxide in an alcoholic medium. 
Specifically Caolsil E25 on site trials will need to be carried out the stone needs to pre wetted 
beforehand and kept damp during curing processes to avoid whitening of the surface. The amount 
of applications suitable and applicable to help deduce degradation and improve cohesion will need 
determining onsite. Historic England have published a paper and guideline on its application 
and use available from their website. 
 
 
Grouting can effectively be introduces with the help of Dispersed Lime (CalXnova) available from 
Deffner & Johann, which can be injected by hypodermic needle. It can also be used to point very 
fine cracks, as it seems to not shrink when used with fine stone dusts allowing greater stability and 
penetration. 
 
All mortar work and consolidation will require covering with hessian and watering to allow an 
appropriate slow curing time for carbonation. Rapid drying will leave a repair weak and inevitably 
lead to failure. 
The Lime work should also not be carried out in temperature below 5 degree c . 
 
Pinning or fragments and armatures. 
 
Where pinning is required care should be given to where they are placed and what their function is. 
A mortar does not always need an armature, a carefully graded mortar applied in layers and if 
necessary with small stones  (gallet) - a chip or splinter of stone inserted into wet mortar, to take 
the up the volume can often last longer than a stainless steel wire armature. From recent 
experience at Crowland Abbey extensive repairs to drapery on statuary which had been carried out 
with great skill during the early 1980s with no armature. The archeology of the stones surface 
underneath had been left in untouched and the repair was only removed, as further water shedding 
properties were required. 
 
If pins are required stainless steel 316 should be used, terracotta T ’s are also good for holding 
mortars but do not have any structural integrity. 
 
Drilling the pin through the surface should be avoided if possible but not always possible if the only 
way to conserver a detail or element. The hole should be drilled carefully, flushed out with alcohol 
and the pin if possible placed at an angle so it’s self-supporting. The pin can be set in place by 
either epoxy resin or grouted depending on what the dowel / pin’s function is.  Epoxy will be 
required for all structural metal work. The entry hole for the pin / dowel should be capped over with 
a suitable mortar already established for the site. 
 
The relocation of fragments currently located in the council store will need to be assessed for 
suitability one work commences. 
 
 
Shelter coating. 
 
There is place on this monument for shelter coating but it is to be used to harmonise areas of 
vulnerability and where the eye catches phases of work both new and old. 
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It should be made of lime putty and skimmed milk in portion 1: 1 with added stone dusts and 
sands. Pigments can be used but they must be lime fast however they can migrate up through a 
mortar so if the effect can be achieved with stone dusts and sands it is preferable.  A pallet of 
several colours will be required to cover all the hues of the stonework. Two or three colours may be 
applied thinly over different areas until everything is blended. This work needs to be carried out 
with great care, as it is by no means one colour, which looks painted over the entire surface. It is 
sensitive work and carried out well has pleasing results and benefits. 
The key to its success is application in several thin coats, which are then rubbed with hessian once 
they start to go matt. The surface should never look painted thus eliminating the brush marks after 
application. 
 
 
 
Documentation. 
 
All works need to be recorded and photographed put into a document which form a record of repair 
for future use and archival purposes. 
 
A daily site diary of findings and thoughts is also a very good informative record giving a rolling 
commentary of issues and problem, which may occur, and how they have been overcome on site. 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Maintenance plan  
 
The encroaching trees are an issue but are being dealt with by another body? The land has a 
separate listing? 
The steps are easily assessable and should be weeded and pointed at regular intervals to keep on 
top of failing mortar. 
The drain holes at the middle section underneath the figures need to be cleared at regular 
intervals. This is a very important feature of the monument but unfortunately is a slight design fault 
and therefore needs regular attention so should be carried out every six months as the seasons 
turn. 
 
 
The actual monument itself given its age importance and history of repair should be inspected 
every year. This can easily be carried out over a few hours by a conservator looking with the naked 
eye and with the aid of binoculars. Therefore pin-pointing very quickly any small defects, which 
could in the future, develops into a more costly serious issue both in terms of dangers to the 
monument and perhaps H &S issues to the public. 
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Dear  

 

 

Queen Eleanor Cross, Northampton 

 

 

I’d like to take this opportunity to report on my findings, following the joint survey undertaken of 

the Queen Eleanor Cross on 5th September 2018, making use of the MEWP you made available on 

the day. In summary, the purpose of my visit was to consider and report on any significant structural 

issues with the monument, and provide any outline repair recommendations. It is noted that a 

structural repair contractor had recently advised that restraint straps should be installed around the 

perimeter of the monument at high level, and part of the reason for this appointment was to consider 

this issue further. 

 

During the inspection I was able to view the monument from all sides at ground level, and also to 

inspect it at close quarters on all sides at the level of the statues, and above. I was also able to 

undertake a plumb line survey of the four pairs of vertical shafts below each gabled canopy, housing 

the four statues. 

 

Brief Description 

 

The Queen Eleanor Cross is a Scheduled Ancient Monument, and grade I listed structure dating 

from the 13th century, with restorations in the 18th and 19th centuries, as well a 1984 restoration 

documented. It is built in Lincolnshire limestone and Purbeck marble, is octagonal in plan and likely 

to be of solid construction, rising up in a series of stages to approximately 14m above ground level. 

There are four canopies supported by pairs of vertical shafts, each housing a statue of Queen 

Eleanor. Each canopy has crocketed gables and a crocketed pyramidal roof. The monument 
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continues on up as a spire, topped by a broken cross shaft. The structure is shown in the photos 

appended to this letter and a fuller description is available in the Scheduled Ancient Monument 

details, and is not repeated here.  

 

 

Observations and Recommendations 

 

 
 

Observations and recommendations are given with reference to the above key plan. 

 

 

1) Cracking to the soffit of the West canopy. See figs 03 and 04. The fissure has revealed the 

presence of a wrought iron cramp or strap built into the canopy, recessed up above the 

vaulted soffit. It is likely that the cracking is due to rust expansion of the inbuilt ironwork. 

This has pushed the outer part of the canopy outwards, and is the reason why the two struts 

supporting this canopy have the outward lean noted in the plumb line survey later. As an 

aside, it is noted that the outward lean is due to this mechanism, and not the result of inherent 

horizontal thrust of arches/vaulting as previously reported by others. Indeed, that mechanism 

is considered unlikely for this structure/structural form here.  

It is likely that this situation will worsen over time, as the extent of rusting and expansion 

increases. If left unchecked, ultimately it can lead to the partial collapse of the canopy, along 

with its supporting struts, and associated damage to surrounding work, including the statue 

below. 
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Recommendation: There is little alternative here other than to carefully fully access and 

remove the rusting ironwork. Hence it is recommended that the canopy be carefully 

dismantled once a masonry scaffold is in place and the work below is temporarily supported. 

This would allow the extent of the inbuilt wrought iron work to be assessed. Then the canopy 

can then be rebuilt, stapling across the fissure with new stainless-steel cramps, and 

replacing any other existing ferrous iron cramps on a like-for-like basis in stainless steel. At 

this stage, with what is learnt about the hidden construction of this canopy, a decision can be 

taken as to whether or not to undertake a similar exercise on the other canopies, such as the 

North canopy (which also exhibits cracking to the soffit, but in this instance to a far lesser 

degree). Rebuilding of the West canopy will allow the outward leaning struts to be reset as 

vertical. 

 

It is understood that repair works are imminent (ie within the next 6 months or so), and that 

the monument is already cordoned off from the public with fencing. As such, additional 

temporary measures here are not considered necessary in the interim. 

 

2) Localised mortar/plastic past repairs to the stonework. This is failing where the new work 

adheres to the original. See fig 05. There are other similar instances where past plastic 

repairs are beginning to fail. 

Recommendation: it is recommended that the conservator’s advice be sought with regards 

to these plastic repairs. It is assumed likely that these failing plastic repairs will need to be 

replaced. 

 

3) Cracking to the strut base, as shown in fig 06. This is likely this is due to the presence of a 

hidden ferrous metal dowel which is rusting/expanding. It is likely that this situation will 

worsen over time, as the extent of rusting and expansion increases. If left unchecked, 

ultimately it can lead to the collapse of the strut, and hence of the supporter canopy above. 

Recommendation: in the first instance it is recommended that once the monument is 

scaffolded, the strut base be further assessed by propping and supporting the canopy and 

strut, and then carefully removing the loose pieces of stonework at the base, to further 

investigate the condition of the dowel. Subject to that assessment, it is assumed that the 

dowel will need to be replaced. This work will require the temporary support to the canopy 

above, allowing the strut to be removed, giving access to the dowel. It is likely that a small 

section of new stonework will be required to the strut. 

 

4) Cracking to the soffit of the North canopy. See fig 07. It is possible that this is due to hidden 

rusting wrought ironwork, as is the case with the cracking to the West canopy (see 1), but in 

this case, no ironwork was seen. The extent of cracking at present is considered relatively 

minor.  

Recommendation: it is recommended that this issue be further considered at the time that 

more is learnt about the construction of the canopies, when the Wwest canopy is repaired, as 

per the recommendation for (1) above. 
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5) Cracking to the strut top, as shown in fig 08. It is likely that the cause of this is the same as 

that noted for item (3). 

Recommendation: recommendations are the same as for item (3). 

 

6) A section of masonry above the arch here has lifted slightly. This suggests that there may be 

a rusting wrought iron cramp or strap hidden behind, possibly within the bed joint. Ref fig 

09. 

Recommendation: it is recommended that this small section of masonry be carefully 

dismantled, to allow further assessment. Should rusting wrought iron work be present, this 

should be replaced on a like-for-like basis but with a nonferrous material. 

 

 

Plumb Line Survey Results 

 

Each strut is approximately 1.8m tall (including the short plinth piece). A laser plumb line survey 

was taken on the inside face of each strut, measuring the outward lean at the top of each strut in 

relation to its base, positive being outwards, negative being inwards. Results were very low or 

negligible except in the case of struts ‘g’ and ‘h’, which had an outward lean recorded of 26 mm and 

40 mm respectively. It is noted that this is the canopy with the more significant crackline to the 

soffit, with a wrought iron cramp or strap partially visible from below, as noted in (1) above, along 

with remedial recommendations.  

 

 

 

Strut Measurement 

a 10mm

b negligible

c 8mm

d 8mm

e 12mm

f -9mm

g 26mm

h 40mm

 

Plumb line survey results 
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No other significant structural issues were noted at the time of the survey. Finally, please find 

enclosed the invoice for your kind attention with thanks covering the site visit and this report on the 

findings.  

 

 

Yours faithfully  

 

 
 

  
 

Engineer Accredited in Conservation 

BEng MA(Conservation) CEng MICE MIStructE IHBC 

For Capstone Consulting Engineers Ltd 
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Fig 01 

 
Fig 02 
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Fig 03 

 
Fig 04 
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Fig 05 

 
Fig 06 
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Fig 07 

 
Fig 08 
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Fig 09 
 




